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Name of candidate: ____________________________________________________________

Captain Skills Checklist

Captain Requirement 5: Checklist and endorsements. Details:

Unlike the Deck 3 to Bosun checklists, the Captain checklist cannot be completed in one cruise. The checklist will consist of sections that require endorsements from specific positions. For example, only a VIRGINIA V Captain will be able to sign off (endorse) on certain sections of the checklist, while the Port Captain would be able to endorse others. The checklist will illustrate these specific requirements.

We recommend going over the skill checklist with the Port Captain to make sure the skills are fully understood and to schedule time to train for these skills.

Approval Authority Directions: If the candidate successfully demonstrates/completes/perform the skill to your satisfaction, please print your name, sign your approval, and record the date.

Skills:

Skill: Demonstrate radio proficiency and protocol

Approval (Captain): ______________________ / ______________________ Date: ______

Skill: Demonstrate understanding of applicable CFRs

Approval (Port Captain): ______________________ / ______________________ Date: ______

Skill: Demonstrate understanding of USCG and Virginia V reporting

Approval (Port Captain): ______________________ / ______________________ Date: ______

Skill: Demonstrate working knowledge of ship electronics

Approval (Port Captain): ______________________ / ______________________ Date: ______

Skill: Explain proper command and response protocol

Approval (Port Captain): ______________________ / ______________________ Date: ______

Skill: Explain wheel house etiquette

Approval (Port Captain): ______________________ / ______________________ Date: ______

Skill: Perform Fire Drill procedures as Captain

Approval (Captain): ______________________ / ______________________ Date: ______

Skill: Perform Medical Emergency Procedures as Captain

Approval (Captain): ______________________ / ______________________ Date: ______
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Skill: Perform MOB drill procedures as Captain

Approval (Captain): ___________________ / _____________________ Date: ______

Skill: Perform skills checklist with a Mate trainee

Approval (Port Captain): ___________________ / _____________________ Date: ______

Skill: Perform Flooding/grounding Emergency procedures as Captain

Approval (Captain): ___________________ / _____________________ Date: ______

Skill: Recite COI ship capacity and limits

Approval (Port Captain): ___________________ / _____________________ Date: ______

Skill: Show locations for fire stations and fire extinguishers

Approval (Port Captain): ___________________ / _____________________ Date: ______

Skill: Successful departure of vessel as Captain

Approval (Captain): ___________________ / _____________________ Date: ______
Approval (Captain): ___________________ / _____________________ Date: ______
Approval (Captain): ___________________ / _____________________ Date: ______

Skill: Successful landing at Lake Union Park dock as Captain

Approval (Captain): ___________________ / _____________________ Date: ______
Approval (Captain): ___________________ / _____________________ Date: ______
Approval (Captain): ___________________ / _____________________ Date: ______

Skill: Successfully perform Captain duties during cruise-Ballard Locks

Approval (Captain): ___________________ / _____________________ Date: ______

Skill: Successfully perform Captain duties during cruise-day

Approval (Captain): ___________________ / _____________________ Date: ______

Skill: Successfully perform Captain duties during cruise-night

Approval (Captain): ___________________ / _____________________ Date: ______